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ABSTRACT 
Posting online reviews is a new trend set for people to share with other users their opinions and sentiments toward products and 
services. E-commerce websites provides the venues and facilities for people to publish their reviews. Those online reviews 
present a wealth of information. In this paper, reviews of viewers from movie fertility are collected and processed. When the 
movie trailer releases various reviews are posted by users on social media sites. We are mining those reviews and predicting 
sales performance of movie. These predictions will be used by share holders and box office for the movie business. 
Keywords: Review mining, sentiment analysis, Record Classification, Information search and retrieval, data mining. 

1.INTRODUCTION 
The basic idea behind the movie sales performance prediction is to collect online reviews various sources, calculating 
rating and revenue based on sentiment analysis and predicting sales for movies. So it is helpful for the people who are 
investing for the movies in share market and the box office business. 
Review mining has recently received a great deal of attention. As a domain-driven task, it is essential to understand the 
characteristics of online reviews and their predictive power. To this end, it investigates the pattern of reviews and its  
relationship to sales data by examining a real example from the movie sector. 
PROBLEM STATEMENT 
Predicting sales performance based on movie and movie trailer reviews, it investigates the pattern of reviews and its 
relationship to sales data. To predict the sales performance we calculate rating and revenues by mining reviews. We 
predict the sales by mining movie trailer reviews and mining movie reviews will be helpful for the people who are 
investing for that movie production as a share market. 

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES 
 To analyze the large volume of online reviews 
 To investigate the pattern of reviews and its relationship to sales data in movie domain. 
 To predict box office business by mining trailer reviews. 
 To help investors for further investment. 

STATEMENT OF SCOPE 
This system is designed to help share investors and various stake holders which invest in movie. It provides accurate 
prediction which is based upon movie trailers reviews and reviews when movie actually releases. 
Input and Output 
Input: Online Reviews for the movie trailer and for movie. 
Output:  
1.    Rating for the movie based on the reviews. 
2.    Revenue (box office collection) of the movie. 
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MAJOR CONSTRAINTS 
Input constraints: 

1. This web application will not predict reviews given in any other language rather than English also reviews posted 
in  short forms will not be analyzed.  

2. Reviews given in symbolic notation is not acceptable. 
3. One viewer can post reviews only once and review should be in simple English statement. 
4. The usage of punctuation marks does not have much effect on the sentiment analysis. E.g. number of exclamations  
    express the intensity of sentiment, but in this system it does not add any weight age to the sentiment. 
5. The abbreviations that can be allowed in comments are limited. E.g. “gud” for “good”. 

PERFORMANCE AND SECURITY CONSTRAINTS: 
1. The social media data is also fetched. Thus security mechanisms should be there to keep the system data genuine. 
2. The information given by user while creating account must be verified for genuineness so that a single user should  

not have multiple accounts in order to spam the system. The system should be taken care against overwhelming. 
The review spamming, multiple accounts may degrade the system performance 

RELATED WORK 
1. Relevant mathematics associated with the Project: 

Let S be the system which processes the reviews, analyzing sentiments in them, which will serve as the basis for 
predicting movie future sales performance. 

S = { s , e , X , Y , fme , ffriends , DD , NDD , Xmem | Øs } 
Where, 
s : first state/ initial state  
e : end state/ final state  
X : set of input  
Y : set of output 
fme : Function  which calculates the performance probability of movie 
ffriends : Friend function     
1. INITIAL STATE: Collecting reviews  
2. INPUT:  
Input X can be given as  

X={C, D, id, rd} 
 Where, 
 2.1. ‘C’ is the set of comments  
        C= {C1^C2}  
        Where,  
        ‘C1’ is the set of user comments  
         C1= {c1,c2,c3,…,cn}  
        ‘C2’ is the set of expert comments  
         C2={ c1,c2,c3,…,cn}  
2.2 ‘D’ is the set which contains movie details  
         D= {A, name, dir, prod}  
        Where,  
         name: Name of the movie  
         dir: Name of director  
         prod: Name of Production house  
         ‘A’ represents lead actors of movie  
               A={ a1,a2,a3,…,an} ; n<5 
2.3 id =Movie id of a particular movie   
2.4 rd= Release date of movie,                
3. Function:  
3.1  fme  can be given as  
     fme ={ f (x) }   
   S – Success state when  
        1) If correct commets are used for prediction 
        2) If correct rating are used for prediction 
  F – Failure state when  
        1) If wrong comments are used for prediction of rating. 
        2) If wrong rating is used to predict the revenue. 
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  3.2  ffriends  -  Friend functions used to perform various operations. 
    ffriends = { ff1 , ff2 } 
          ff1 -  This function is used to extract comments of user from social media and web site 
    ff2 - This function is used to process the comments i.e. perform sentiment analysis 
4. OUTPUT 
Y={rating, revenue}  
rating: Rating given as the result of sentimental analysis  
revenue: Revenue prediction according to rating  
5. FINAL STATE 
System gives sales performance prediction 
2. Sentimental Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis [SPLSA]: 
Sentiment mining based on Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (PLSA), which we call Sentiment PLSA (S-PLSA). 
Different from the traditional PLSA, S-PLSA focuses on sentiments rather than topics. S-PLSA helps us to analyze the 
sentiments presented in the review which helps in to understand the emotions of the reviewers. The people can observe 
their opinions and increase their feel to watch the movie if the reviews are good. If the movie is bad then the reviews 
are bad then it will become serious impact for the movie. 
3. Autoregressive Sentiment Aware [ARSA]: 
In this project we are going to predict sale performance of the movie, this information is captured through the use of an 
Autoregressive (AR) model, which has been widely used in many time series analysis problems, especially in 
econometric contexts. Combining this AR model with sentiment information mined from the reviews, we propose a 
new model for product sales prediction called the Autoregressive Sentiment Aware (ARSA) model. ARSA model 
provides superior predication performance compared to using the AR model alone, confirming our expectation that 
sentiments play an important role in predicting future sales performance. 
4.Autoregressive Sentiment and Quality Aware [ARSQA]: 
Since online reviews are of varying quality and, thus, carry different predictive power, we should not treat them equally 
in producing the prediction. This motivates our study of the quality factor in sales prediction.  Consider the both cases 
in which quality indicators are readily available (e.g., in the form of user ratings), and cases in which they are not. Our 
focus is on the latter case, for which develop a model that is able to automatically predict the quality of a review based 
on its syntactical characteristics. The quality factor is then incorporated into the ARSA model, resulting in an 
Autoregressive Sentiment and Quality Aware (ARSQA) model for sales prediction. 
TECHNOLOGY AND ASSOCIATED PLATFORM 

1. Programming Language : Java 
2. Framework : Struts2 and Hibernate 
3. Data Mining Tool: OpenNLP 
4. Application server : Tomcat7 
6. Database Server: MySQL 

SYSTEM FLOW 
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ADVANTAGES 
1. Helps users to take decisions 
2. Helps investors for investments 
3. Production house can produce better movies depending on rating and revenue 
4. Helpful to schedule the theatre shows 
5. Quality Prediction 

APPLICATIONS 
1. 1.Box Office Business 
2. 2.Share investors 
3. 3.Suggesions To Viewers  
4. 4.Production House  

2.CONCLUSION 
From all of the above work done we concluded that the wide spread use of online reviews as a way of conveying views 
and comments has provided a unique opportunity to understand the general public’s sentiments and derive business 
intelligence.  We have studied the problem of predicting sales performance using sentiment information mined from 
reviews. A center piece of our work is the proposal of S-PLSA, a generative model for sentiment analysis that helps us 
move from simple “negative or positive” classification toward a deeper comprehension of the sentiments in blogs. 
Using SPLSA as a means of “summarizing” sentiment information from reviews, we have to develop ARSA, a model 
for predicting sales performance based on the sentiment information and the products past sales performance. We have 
further considered the role of review quality in sales performance prediction, and proposed a model to predict the 
quality rating of a review when it is not readily available. The quality factor is then incorporated into a new model 
called ARSQA. Equipped with the proposed models, it will help  to better understand the predictive power of reviews 
and conduct businesses in a more effective way. 
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